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Park Café 

"Something Different Every Time"

The Park Café, located close to the Botanical Gardens, is always

reinventing itself. At some hours of the day, it comes across as a chic

restaurant, at others, as a happening bar featuring the brightest stars in

the DJ firmament. The coveted beer garden is a great place to enjoy the

weather and cool off with beer classics. At any time, Park Café prides

itself on the quality of its offerings, musical, gastronomic, or otherwise.

 +49 89 5161 7980  www.parkcafe089.de/  info@parkcafe089.de  Sophienstraße 7, Munich

Wirtshaus in der Au 

"In the Heart of Munich"

A comfortable and typically Bavarian beer garden, Wirtshaus in der Au is

also one of the most famous restaurants in Munich. Although its

furnishings are contemporary in style, it still retains all the charm of

traditional Bavaria, serving the original Munich Schweinsbraten mit Kruste

(roast pork and crackling). A popular feature here are their dumplings,

which they claim are the largest in the city. The clientele is in fact a good

cross section of Munich's population, as the venue is popular with local

residents, business people, students and the hip and trendy.

 +49 89 448 1400  wirtshausinderau.de/  info@wirtshausinderau.de  Lilienstraße 51, Munich
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Preysinggarten 

"Longstanding Family-friendly Favorite"

One of the veteran restaurants in the neighborhood, Preysinggarten has

built up a fine knowledge of not just local flavors but also impeccable

service. It has been serving the neighborhood of Haidhausen since it

opened in 1893. A wide range of breakfast options include scrumptious

American eggs to yummy German sausages. The extensive menu also

features a range of Mediterranean dishes, alongside pizzas, pastas and

traditional fish plates to choose from. A small playground adjacent to this

restaurant makes it a popular venue for families with little kids.

 +49 89 688 6722  www.preysinggarten.com/  reservierung@preysinggart

en.com

 Preysingstraße 69, Munich
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Chinesischer Turm 

"Historic Beer Garden"

The tower which gave its name to the beer garden was built in 1789 as a

viewing point and bandstand in the heart of the English Garden.

Unfortunately, what we see today is only a reconstruction, as the original

was destroyed in 1944. However, the musical connections have remained.

There are over 7000 seats at Chinesischer Turm, where customers can

relax and enjoy a Mass (a liter of beer). Tradition permits you to bring your

own food along, but the food is quite decent and is sure to leave you

satisfied.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/30478819@N08/28266252645/


 +49 89 383 8730  www.chinaturm.de/  info@chinesischerturm.de  Englischer Garten 3, Munich
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Olé Madrid 

"Authentic Spanish Restaurant"

Olé Madrid allows diners to get swept up in the flair and drama of Spain.

The restaurant serves up authentic Spanish tapas, cocktails and more. The

restaurant, fashioned after a Spanish Taverna offers guests a chance to

enjoy a Traditional Flamenco show with their meal. To book tickets for the

show, look up their website. Meanwhile, share a typical Paella, and get

transported to Spain by the sights, sounds and scents of Ole Madrid's

authentic atmosphere.

 +49 89 53 7716  www.ole-madrid.com/  info@ole-madrid.com  Häberlstrasse 15, Munich
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Bodega Dali 

"Spanish Specialities"

Several little portions of delicious food. That's the best part about a tapas

bar, you aren't stuck with a portion of two dishes! The restaurant menu

features an extensive wine list, with some excellent selections. The

service is quick and efficient, with polite and professional staff.

 +49 89 2777 9696  www.bodega-dali.de/  info@bodega-dali.de  Tengstrasse 6, Munich
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Augustiner Keller 

"Traditional Beer Garden"

Augustinerkeller is one of the most frequented traditional beer gardens

and Bavarian restaurants in the city center serving big glasses of exquisite

beer and authentic traditional culinary delights. The restaurant boasts of a

cozy and old-school European decor, ideal for enjoying a sumptuous meal.

The beer served in the sun-bleached beer garden is reputed to be one of

the best in Munich. Students, business people, locals and tourists alike

find this heritage place incomparable.

 +49 89 59 4393  www.augustinerkeller.de/  buero@augustinerkeller.de  Arnulfstrasse 52, Munich
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Kaisergarten 

"A Slice of Bavaria"

Not very far from Leopold street, Kaisergarten is a great place to soak up

Bavarian culture. While the indoor dining space is a cozy spot to relax and

unwind, the leafy garden area, dappled in sun, invites revelers to taste

authentic Bavarian food and chug on regional beer. The Wiener Schnitzel

and the Kaiserschmarrn (Austrian dessert) are surely to be tried. A sublime

ambiance, jolly staff, gorgeous Bavarian food and a reasonably priced

menu, are all what make this eatery a desirable dining spot.

 +49 89 3402 0203  www.kaisergarten.com/  office@kaisergarten.com  Kaisertrasse 34, Munich
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Nymphenburger Hof 

"Austrian Cuisine in a Flower Garden"

The cuisine at Nymphenburger Hof is cosmopolitan, yet still displays clear

Austrian tendencies. This is a pleasant, rather small restaurant that is

exceptionally beautiful in the summer when guests can sit outside in the

charming flower garden. A pianist performs several times a week.

 +49 89 123 3830  www.nymphenburgerhof.

de/

 andreas.derler@nymphenb

urgerhof.de

 Nymphenburger Straße 24,

Neuhausen, Munich



Seehaus im Englischen Garten 

"A Beer & a View"

Situated on the banks of Kleinhesseloher lake in the middle of the English

Garden, this restaurant with adjoining beer garden is a favorite with

locals, students and tourists all year round. Guests can relax with a beer

and watch the sun slowly disappear behind the lake. If you get peckish,

you can order from the restaurant menu, although this does tend to be

quite pricey. Students will be pleased to know that you can bring your

own food to the garden. Football fans may even get lucky and see the

stars of Bayern Munich football club celebrating their latest victory here.

 +49 89 381 6130  www.kuffler.de/en/restaur

ant/seehaus/

 seehaus@kuffler.de  Kleinhesselohe 3, Englischen

Garten, Munich
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Centro Espanol 

"Typical Spanish Food"

Dine at one of the oldest Spanish restaurants in Munich. People who enjoy

authentic Spanish fare frequent this place a lot. The menu features

traditional food such as Paella and Pollo al Ajillo. Tapas is also served, and

is a great way to get a taste of several dishes. For the wine lovers, the

restaurant features an extensive list of imported wine with something for

every palate.

 +49 89 76 3653  www.centroespanol.de/  info@centroespanol.de  Daiserstrasse 20, Munich
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Broeding 

"An Austrian in Munich"

Confident in their ability to serve you delicious meal capable of satiating

diverse palates, Broeding serves a daily changing five- and six-course

menu for dinner six days a week. Needless to say, the meals served here

are exceedingly well thought out and exquisitely prepared. The cuisine is

solid and hearty rather than fine, and features Classic Southern German

and Austrian ingredients combined in a novel fashion. There is also an

enormous variety of Austrian wines and a special fish menu once a month.

 +49 89 16 4238  www.broeding.de/restaur

ant.html

 info@broeding.de  Schulstrasse 9, Munich
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Gasthof Weichandhof 

"European Magic!"

Gasthof Weichandhof brings to you a unique experience of the European

cuisines. The delicious German, Austrian and Swiss delights will sure be a

great surprise. Some of the dishes you may wan to try here are pork

knuckles, roast pig, boiled beef with herbs, fish soup, and much more. The

sophisticated, yet comfortable atmosphere here attracts patrons for a

relaxing and unwinding time with friends, colleagues and family. They also

offer their space for special private events and parties for memorable

time. Visit their website for more information.

 +49 89 891 1600  www.weichandhof.de/  info@weichandhof.de  Betzenweg 81, Munich
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